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Introduction

According to Pew Research, 97% of Americans

use text messaging on a daily basis, making text

the most widely and frequently used app on

smartphones. 
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Messaging is not new…in fact, it has been around for quite some time.
We have been using messaging to send messages, photos, and
emojis to our friends and family for over 20 years–to the tune of over 6
billion text messages daily in the U.S. alone (Forrester).  
 
According to Pew Research, 97% of Americans use text messaging on
a daily basis, making text the most widely and frequently used app on
smartphones.  

Q: So if text messaging isn't new, what is?
 
A: Consumers using text messaging to engage with your
credit union,
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Chapter 1: 
Why Messaging? 
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Your members crave the modern digital
experience offered by the popular brands
they engage with everyday. Everything
from paying for products to booking
vacations can be done right on their
mobile devices. Now, engaging with your
credit union can be just as easy and
convenient.
 
Quiq's messaging platform makes serving
members a lot easier on the digital
channels they already spend their time.
Opening accounts, applying for loans, and
even checking balances through
messaging is already a reality on
messaging channels like SMS/text, web
chat, and in-app.

46% of consumers

prefer mobile

messaging for

contacting a

company.

Market Strategies International,

Customer Preference for

Messaging
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https://www.quiq-cdn.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/customer-preference-messaging.pdf
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In a recent Facebook study, 83% of US consumers said they
messaged a business to ask about products or services. According
to Facebook's research, US consumers use messaging across the
entire customer journey.

How US consumers surveyed within Facebook research message businesses
across the funnel

Pre-purchase

83%

People surveyed who
message a business

to ask about products
or services

Purchase

75%

People surveyed who
message businesses

to make a purchase or
reservation

Post-purchase

76%

People surveyed who
message businesses to

get support for a
product or service

Messaging is a disruptive technology, but the disruption doesn't just
stop at retail. For the banking industry, disruption is imminent. 

quiq.com 646-887-8398

https://www.facebook.com/iq/articles/why-messaging-businesses-is-the-new-normal?ref=fbiq_series
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According to Scratch, a division of
Viacom Network, banking is an industry
ripe for disruption. Their 10 year study
called, the Millennial Disruption Index,
surveyed 10,000 millennials and
discovered that this generation has a
very unfavorable view of banks. 
 
Millennial attitudes toward banks
present an opportunity for credit unions
to become a stand out alternative. In
addition to meeting the "stay local"
standards that are the hallmark of
millennials, credit unions can meet the
technology needs of this cohort.
Messaging enables credit unions to
deliver the agility, convenience, and
flexibility this generation demands. 
 
Now that we've covered the why, let's
dive into the how. Let's start by first
defining our objectives.
 
 

Chapter 2: 
Seismic Disruption
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https://www.facebook.com/iq/articles/why-messaging-businesses-is-the-new-normal?ref=fbiq_series


Chapter 3:
Define Your Objectives
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The interest, preference, usage, and demand for consumer-to-
business messaging is evident, with the majority of U.S. consumers
preferring text over the current methods of reaching customer
service (eWeek).   

While it is fairly intuitive and straightforward to decide to proceed with
messaging in your credit union, it is worth taking a little time to assess
your organization’s specific requirements as you evaluate messaging
partners.

Helping members quickly find
answers to simple questions 
Expediting collection efforts
Streamlining loan applications

Many of the credit unions Quiq works
with have identified at least one core
process or department where
messaging would improve the
member experience. There are a lot of
places where messaging makes
sense:
 

Notifying members when payments are due

quiq.com 646-887-8398

http://www.eweek.com/networking/consumers-like-using-text-messages-to-solve-customer-service-issues
http://www.eweek.com/networking/consumers-like-using-text-messages-to-solve-customer-service-issues
http://www.eweek.com/networking/consumers-like-using-text-messages-to-solve-customer-service-issues


Considerations 

Is the messaging technology you want primarily for inbound
(members coming to you for help) or outbound (your credit union
communicating or promoting to members in lending and
collections) communications? Or, do you want to be able to handle
both? 
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Prior to implementing messaging, we advise that you have a general
understanding and reasoning for adding a new channel to help ensure
that you are selecting a partner best suited to your particular needs.  
 
Here are a few considerations that are worthy of discussion:

quiq.com 646-887-8398

“Community First Credit Union of Florida, which fields approximately 300,000 calls to its call center annually, uses
Quiq to let new members and loan applicants opt-in to receive text communications from call center agents.
 
"It starts with a text alert, but we can see their responses in the system and our agents can have a conversation with
them,” Urban says. “We’re opening memberships and we’re helping people complete requirements for their loans
through text messaging.”So far, he said, Community First has seen a 94% combined adoption rate. 
 
Agents are responding to texts from their desktops, so they can have multiple conversations going at once. Urban
sees great opportunities for expanding texting into other member services but is currently working through privacy
and authentication questions."

 
Read more: 7 Strategies To Support Self-Service | Credit Unions https://www.creditunions.com/articles/7-
strategies-to-support-self-service/#ixzz6A0vdyHWA

Case in Point - Community First Federal Credit Union

http://www.eweek.com/networking/consumers-like-using-text-messages-to-solve-customer-service-issues
http://www.eweek.com/networking/consumers-like-using-text-messages-to-solve-customer-service-issues


Companies that implement messaging
have experienced an increase in
customer satisfaction. Realizing a 14ppt
increase in CSAT on the messaging
channel is not unheard of. 
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5-14ppt increase in CSAT rate

What areas of the business are dragging CSAT down? How
would messaging alleviate some of the friction members
are experiencing?

quiq.com 646-887-8398

Case in Point -  Southern Chautauqua FCU
"The Lakewood, N.Y.-based Southern Chautauqua FCU supports more
than 15,000 members, including 5,200 who are active online bankers
and 2,100 who are active mobile users. Since rolling out the texting
service, Moore said, there has been a growing adoption rate among all
members.
 
In the month of February, for example, the call center, which is staffed
by 22 employees, engaged in 540 text conversations with members and
sent 550 outbound messages. Branch hours and account balances are
among the most frequent text questions, said Moore. There is no sign-
up process required and response time to a member’s query is less
than one minute."
 
Read more: https://www.cujournal.com/news/credit-unions-call-
center-chatter-turns-to-texting

http://www.eweek.com/networking/consumers-like-using-text-messages-to-solve-customer-service-issues
http://www.eweek.com/networking/consumers-like-using-text-messages-to-solve-customer-service-issues


Will your credit union be announcing a new product or service?  
Messaging, the preferred way to communicate, can take
announcements and move them to a conversation.
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Consumer Behavioral Changes Due to Mobile Messaging

Source: Customer Preference for Messaging, Market Strategies Internation

quiq.com 646-887-8398

Is reducing delinquent payments a top
priority? Messaging encourages more
frequent and faster responses from your
members.

Is improving loan pull-through rates
important? Allow loan processors to
request documentation and send secure
links to members with the ease, security,
and discretion that messaging offers.

Is new member acquisition a major focus?
Implementing a messaging solution that
can capture prospective new members
and the required information to open an
account.

 

 

 

"We’ve also used outbound
messaging to remind members of
past-due payments. On one day
alone, we received 32 payments.
Past-due collections calls typically
generate a 1 to 5 percent response.
Thanks to outbound text
messaging with Quiq, our
collections recoveries have
increased over 75 percent. This
was unexpected and amazing.”
 
-System Administrator at Southern
Chautauqua Federal Credit Union

http://www.eweek.com/networking/consumers-like-using-text-messages-to-solve-customer-service-issues
http://www.eweek.com/networking/consumers-like-using-text-messages-to-solve-customer-service-issues
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There may be key stakeholders in your credit union that you will want
to involve in discussions about messaging, such as leadership in
member services, loan process, and collections. We've seen many
credit unions not only get buy-in from stakeholders, but also build
excitement about the addition of a new contact point with members
and employees.
 
Getting buy-in from executive leadership shows the entire company
that customer experience transformation is a priority. If you’re a leader
in a C-suite role, this is your opportunity to lead the charge within your
organization and become a role model of member-focused
leadership in the digital age.
 
As with most change, some people within the organization may have
reservations about adding another contact channel. While most
leadership within an organization have a general sense for the
benefits of delivering a great customer experience, it can be hard to
commit to changes to the current modas operandi without properly
quantifying the value the change has to the organization.
 
While messaging will positively affect a lot of areas within your credit
union, it's important there is clear ownership of messaging within your
organization. We recommend that you openly share the benefits of
messaging with your credit union employees. 

Governance

quiq.com 646-887-8398

http://www.eweek.com/networking/consumers-like-using-text-messages-to-solve-customer-service-issues
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Increase in member satisfaction scores - What are current
scores across different channels? Clients have experienced
higher satisfaction rates with the messaging channel compared
to phone and email.

Reduce delinquent cycle times - How long does it take for
members to respond to requests for payments? Securely accept
payments through the messaging channel.

Pull through rates - Does your credit union currently realize
average closing rates of 40%? Messaging can assist in reaching
this threshold or moving beyond it.

The economic benefits of messaging are substantial when
compared to other channels like phone calls. When trying to
convince leaders who have one eye on expenses and the other on
what’s right for the member, understand how you'll measure
success.
 
Here are some of the areas our credit union clients have realized
substantial improvements.  Consider one or all of these areas to
track progress:
 

 

 

 

Measuring Success

quiq.com 646-887-8398

http://www.eweek.com/networking/consumers-like-using-text-messages-to-solve-customer-service-issues
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Higher response & engagement rates
Lower support costs & handle times
Deflecting calls from your IVR to the messaging channel
Increased CSAT in case resolutions per member 

After you launch messaging, be sure to track and measure results.
Quiq uses a powerful dashboard of the most important stats to
allow managers to keep a pulse of the performance metrics that
matter most to their credit union.
 
Once you launch messaging for your organization, you’ll start to
see efficiencies within the departments where these tools are
deployed:
 

 
Implementation doesn’t have to disrupt current operations. The
vast majority of customers and employees already use messaging
and web chat in their personal lives. Responding to messages,
attaching photos and videos, and even using emojis are pretty
commonplace, so even a short, temporary dip in these metrics
should not be expected.

Chapter 4:
Post Launch Expectations with Quiq

quiq.com 646-887-8398
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Web chat, SMS/text  messaging and social media are the channels
that dominate digital engagement. These channels have similar rules
of engagement:

Chapter 5:
Implementing Messaging

It has to be convenient
It should be easy to find and use
It needs to deliver a consistent experience across channels

You'll want to keep these expectations in mind, as well as the nuances
of each channel when implementing messaging. In this chapter, we'll
look at some easy best practices for the three most popular channels
for customer engagement:
 

Web chat
SMS/text messaging
Rich messaging
Facebook Messenger

quiq.com 646-887-8398
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Web Chat

Reactive chat is simply having a
chat button omnipresent on your
site for members to engage if
and when they want. Chat
presents an easy way for your
member to ask a question or
initiate a conversation.
 
If members or prospective
members are coming to your
site, it is probably not to just
browse around. There is a high
likelihood that they are exploring
options for financial products or
financial education. 

Online chat increases conversions of both existing customers and browsing
prospects. Higher engagement through online chat results in more
completed applications and new relationships. Chat is particularly powerful
for converting  high-value financial services — e.g., loan, investment and
deposit products — where members usually seek more advice.
 

Southern Chautauqua Federal Credit Union
uses reactive chat with a short inviting form.

quiq.com 646-887-8398

 
Reactive Chat (Chat initiated by the Member)
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Place the chat icon  on the lower right-hand corner of every sales
or service-oriented page.
Tailor the colors and text of the chat window to represent your
brand.
Only display the chat icon when an employee is available.
Keep the pre-chat form limited to a minimum of fields for the
consumer to complete.  

Reactive chat best practices:

Proactive Chat (Chat invitation Initiated by the credit union)
 
Proactive chat means that based on some predetermined criteria,
you can decide when to “pop” up a chat box with an offer to help.
Proactive chat allows you to set up rules such as initiating a chat
session after a predetermined amount of time the member has
been on your site or when a visitor lands on specific pages. A
proactive approach to chat invitations will dramatically increase
both digital engagement and conversion rates. This can be done
across your website, or only in certain, high value pages or
product assets.
 

quiq.com 646-887-8398
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Proactive chat best practices:

Invite at least 20% of members engaged in digital sales or
service processes to chat
Upon issuing a proactive invitation, engagement rates
increase approximately 4X
Eliminate the pre-chat form or keep it to the absolute
minimum number of fields for your CRM integration
Leverage javascript on your site to trigger an invitation at
a critical “moment of truth” in the sales or service
processes

Whether you go the reactive or proactive route, or both, be sure that
you can maintain a continuous conversation with your members.
Some chat platforms will time-out and disconnect a chat session if a
customer leaves your site. Make sure you select an "asynchronous"
chat vendor, to ensure conversations between employees and
members never time out or get disconnected, forcing the member to
start over.
 
 

quiq.com 646-887-8398
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Follow these best practices for SMS messaging:
 

Prominently place a “Text Us” in
the header and footer of the
mobile website
Place an anchored “Message
Us” banner on the mobile site as
a large touch target to
encourage users to text instead
of call
Include a clear call-to-action on
the “Contact Us” page
Partner with marketing to
spread the word to members
about your credit unions new
texting capabilities. Consider
promoting on your website,
newsletters, and in emails.

SMS/Text Messaging
 
While SMS or text messaging friends and family is old hat, the
general population won't expect to exchange SMS messages with
you for sales or service. Your members are not trained to engage
with their credit union via SMS and need to be encouraged and
directed. Since messaging receives the highest conversion, SMS
engagement should be promoted on all mobile-optimized pages.

quiq.com 646-887-8398



Rich Messaging
 
Rich Communication Services (RCS) or rich messaging, goes
beyond plain text and creates an entirely new way to interact with
your members. Share interactive media like images, interactive
cards, emojis, gifs, and make secure purchases with rich messaging.
 
Rich messaging, aside from providing a more modern messaging
experience, has the power to change the expectations of your
customers. Rich messaging is available on iOS devices with Apple 
Business Chat and Android devices with Google
Rich Business Messaging.
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Robo-callers, with scam offers and bulk SMS
messages from shortcodes that can’t be
identified, are becoming more commonplace.
Consumers are becoming more aware and
wary of such behavior and won’t hesitate to
block numbers or type “Stop” to avoid
receiving further communication. Rich
messaging gives your members peace of mind
that they are talking directly to your credit
union. With rich messaging, companies go
through a rigorous verification process. Once
verified, the company can use their official
brand name, colors, logo, and font in their
messages.

Quiq FCU
Quiq FCU

Hi there. I wanted to check
rates for new loans. Can
you help me with that?

Sure I can help you with
that. What kind of loan
were you looking for?

Auto loan

Ok, I'm going to send you a
message that will jump into
our app so you can see options

Quiq FCU
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Facebook Messenger best practices:
 

Turn Messenger on for your Facebook page. You can find
instructions on Facebook’s Help Center.

Enable “Click to Message” ads to send current or potential
members into a Messenger conversation. There is no better time to
engage a potential member about a product than when they are
viewing an ad and are excited about what you offer.

There are 2 billion messages exchanged between users and
businesses on Facebook Messenger already. This is just one of the
reasons 67% of companies believe social customer service is the most
pressing short-term priority for the contact center.

Facebook Messenger
 
The average Facebook user in the US spends 35 minutes per day
on the app. Brands are leveraging this channel for customer
engagement and are starting to invite customers to use Facebook
Messenger to engage directly.

quiq.com 646-887-8398
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Place the “Message Us” call-to-action within copy on Facebook
ads and your company page to encourage visitors to message
your credit union directly. Remember, this is new to them and
they may not know that credit unions can be messaged just like
their family and friends.

Invite Facebook visitors to initiate a conversation with you from
your Facebook page, ads, and app across other media
channels such as your website.

quiq.com 646-887-8398



Chapter 6:
Choose A Vendor
 
Once you have assessed what you are trying to achieve, you are ready
to evaluate messaging providers. There are 6 criteria against which to
compare vendors.
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Partner Expertise & Experience

 
Customer-obsessed Culture

 
Product Capabilities

 
Scalability 

 
Future Proofing

 
Security & Compliance

quiq.com 646-887-8398



Messaging vendors can all start to sound the same when reading their
websites or marketing materials, so a more definitive way to narrow
down the pack is to drill into the core, out-of-the-box functionality.
This can be quite a long list, so we will suggest a short list of critical
capabilities relevant for every industry and size of team:
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Product Capabilities

How is the incoming member conversation treated in the
technology? Does the member become a ticket or case to be put
into a long queue for attention or is the member treated as a
person and real-time conversation that routes to the correct or
the last employee they spoke to for seamless resolution with the
member?

quiq.com 646-887-8398
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Does the product support multiple messaging apps within the same
interface? For example, can an employee receive SMS/text, web
chat, Twitter, and Facebook Messenger messages within the same
interface?  Has the vendor worked with Apple or Google for rich
messaging support? Which additional messaging apps will be
added and supported in the single interface?

Can the product handle multiple, simultaneous conversations that
the employee can easily move between?

Does the system automatically prioritize which member
conversation needs to be responded to next?  Does it do so based
solely on configurable SLAs or can the conversations also be
prioritized based on the members level of engagement?

 

 

Quiq's adaptive response
timer automatically
prioritizes conversations
based on the customer's
responsiveness as well as
configurable SLAs across
multiple channels.

quiq.com 646-887-8398
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Are conversations able to be routed to the most appropriate
department?

Can an employee transfer a messaging conversation to another
employee or to a manager?

Can an employee collaborate with another employee or manager
when they need help with a customer issue?

Do the managers have single screen visibility to monitor all
messages and  active conversations?  Can a manager click to
open up an active conversation? Can they take over a
conversation if necessary?

 

 

 

With Quiq,  employees have
the ability to request
assistance from another
employee or manager.
Conversations can even be
transferred to other
individuals or departments. 

quiq.com 646-887-8398
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Is it easy for supervisors and managers to see and use real-time
and historical reports to track how productive their employees are?

Is the messaging product available stand-alone if you don’t already
have a customer service or CRM solution? 

Does the messaging product easily integrate into other applications
like a Core System, LOS, Online Banking solution, or Marketing
platform?

 

 

quiq.com 646-887-8398
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Security & Compliance
Security is more important than ever. Dig into what
the messaging vendors have in place for security
protocols – not just for the technology – but also
for the servers they run on. 
 
Everything is “in the cloud” these days, so making
sure your data is secure, doesn’t mingle with
others, isn’t accessible, and is never lost, is vitally
important. Ask the vendor about their security audit
and compliance documentation to ensure you can
rest easy.
 
In addition to partnering with a messaging provider
who has security at its core, be aware of TCPA law
and how to maintain compliance. For more
information on TCPA, download a copy of TCPA
Compliance - The Essential Guide. 
 
This ebook was meant to provide guidance based
on the observations of best practices among Quiq
clients but it is not intended to replace the advice
of legal counsel. Check with a TCPA lawyer to
ensure you are in complaince with the law.

SOC certification
indicates that the
company has been
verified by a third-
party audit and
maintains high
security standards.
 
Quiq has
undertaken the
AICPA SOC 2 Type II
certification to
attest that Security,
Confidentiality, and
Availability controls
are in place in
accordance to the
AICPA Trust Service
Criteria.
 

quiq.com 646-887-8398

https://quiq.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/TCPA-Compliance-Ebook-Final-CU-Version.pdf
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Technology doesn’t stand still and neither should your credit union.
You want to select technology providers that not only grow with you,
but also push you to grow. Understand the vendor’s product roadmap.
Do they have a plan to automate, improve, and accelerate employee
productivity and the member experience? Are they dedicated to
constantly improving their solution and open to feature requests that
help not only grow their business, but also yours?

Future Proofing

We all agree Messaging is the
next channel to enter the credit
union. As you determine when and
how to add this new channel to
your portfolio, we hope our tips to
understand your business
objectives and our list of vendor
evaluation criteria are helpful. By
following these steps, you will
ensure that you end up partnered
with a messaging vendor that
understands and values your
business needs.

quiq.com 646-887-8398



 
Since the majority of messaging vendors have recently entered the
marketplace, it would be wise to review the backgrounds of the
executive team. Is this their first company? Where have they
worked previously? Do they have the experience to successfully
build and grow a technology solution and company? How familiar
are they with member services and support, and credit unions in
general?
 
Look for a vendor that has a proven history of success developing
solutions for credit unions.  Without this experience, there will be a
lack of knowledge and understanding around the key challenges
faced by credit unions. How can the vendor build out a new
channel, like messaging, if they don’t understand the technologies
already in use, the workflow, or the key metrics?

Whether you have a
large or small team
helping your
members, you want to
be sure the
technology empowers
a low friction,
enjoyable member
experience.
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Partner Expertise & Experience

quiq.com 646-887-8398



They should have a culture of service themselves and be focused
on ensuring your success. How can you gauge that? Think about
how responsive and helpful they were during the sales cycle. Do
they ask questions and try to understand your business as well as
you do? Have they made recommendations on what will help the
implementation go smoothly?
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Customer-obsessed Culture

It will be important to
make sure you feel
comfortable that this
vendor is going to be
a partner in your
success.

 
When adding a new channel to your credit union, most managers
will be concerned about the process of implementation and training
going smoothly. It is important to select a vendor who becomes
your messaging partner.  

quiq.com 646-887-8398



Once your current members know that messaging is an option, you
should see an increase in adoption of the messaging channel. Obviously,
the messaging software you choose should be able keep up with
adoption and scale with new members.
 
 
Messaging should scale with your employees as well. If a messaging
vendor charges by seat, consider how that structure may impact the
ability to include all employees and departments necessary to properly
serve your members.

29

Scalability

quiq.com 646-887-8398

Community First Credit Union has realized text
messaging adoption rates among members as high as 94% while
increasing the response rate of applicants by as much as 130%.



A mobile device is always within reach, and consumers are
increasingly more comfortable with online banking. Credit Unions are
leveraging the “always-on” mobile nature of consumers and tapping
into messaging for more effective communication. Following these
best practices and working with an experienced messaging partner,
like Quiq, is the foundation for a successful implementation of the
messaging channel. 
 
The Quiq Messaging solution helps members and your credit union
quickly and easily interact, whether they have a question for you
during a loan application or if you need to alert a member that a
payment is due.  We'd love the chance to discuss how Quiq can help
you engage your digitally connected members to grow your business. 

30

Conclusion

quiq.com 646-887-8398

https://quiq.com/demo/


Quiq helps brands present their customers with consistently jaw-
dropping customer experiences across SMS/text messaging, rich
messaging, web chat, and social channels. With Quiq’s Conversational
Engagement Platform, companies can easily orchestrate commerce
and service conversations involving both bots and humans.
 
Quiq Messaging helps credit unions like Blue Federal, Alabama One,
Liberty First, Georgia's Own, and Black Hills Federal Credit Unions
improve their digital engagement with consumers via web chat and
business messaging. 

646-887-8398
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About Quiq

quiq.com

Learn more about Quiq today at quiq.com.


